FINEST MOTOR PARK IN ARIZONA
with TOURIST HOTEL APARTMENTS

3901 EAST VAN BUREN STREET
(Highway 80)
PHOENIX, ARIZONA

AAA
MEMBER

Ideal accommodations for the motorist.
Private garage for your car, and the
best of hotel accommodations for you
and your family. Rates are no more
than you will want to pay.

DON'T UNPACK—JUST DRIVE IN
Everything furnished

A

COMFORTABLE PLACE
TO REST
Linger Awhile in Phoenix

You Motorists who are contemplating a trip through Arizona, of all the Western States, the most famous for its interest and beauty, or those of you who are planning a trip to other points outside the state, will do well to linger awhile in Phoenix.

A winter playground—those words have become more or less stereotyped, but it is in Phoenix and surrounding territory that this can be most truthfully said.

We have here vast orange and grapefruit groves, a rich agricultural valley which supplies winter vegetables to millions of tables the country over. Pure healthful water. Abundance of sunshine, a treasure-trove of health.

Linger awhile and make some of the side trips to the many historical places in the vicinity. Visit Roosevelt Dam and marvel at its hugeness; see the old Indian ruins at Casa Grande; visit Hot Springs; tramp in the desert; climb the mountains; spend a while outdoors. Some of the county's most famous hotels are located in the Salt River Valley. At Chandler the San Marcos with Bungalows; in the wilds you'll find Castle Hot Springs; and near Phoenix there's the Arizona Biltmore. The management of these stopping places are always glad to show the visitor through.

Phoenix and surrounding points have become a winter vacation land for thousands. Besides those who spend the entire winter here, thousands of motorists make it a point to stay at least a while in the Capital City.

Climate

The days are brilliant and warm. Farm work goes on every day, and those seeking recreation find no interruption in daily golf, motor trips, picnics on the desert, and all outdoor pleasures. With such remarkable climate it is natural that each season finds more and more people coming here to spend vacations and enjoy the side trips.

Sports

One can spend many happy hours horseback riding, hiking and golfing. Several fine courses are located in and near Phoenix. Guest cards may be secured to most any of them. Across the boulevard, only a short distance from Autopia lies the El Molino course. Fishing and hunting afford the visitor ample opportunity. The lakes and streams are well stocked with fish and the White Mountain country is often referred to as the "Fisherman's Paradise." In season white wing, quail and doves may be found in abundance. Arizona is also thickly populated with deer in the "back country."

Where to Stop

To get the most from your visit to Arizona, make Phoenix your central stopping place. There the motorist will find Autopia, the Southwest's most beautiful tourist apartments, an ideal stopping place. This apartment court is situated on Highway 80, just east of Phoenix, and is convenient to the shopping district and to connecting highways.
AKE Phoenix by night: Autopia is waiting to welcome you and to provide you with the ultimate in modern motorist accommodations. No need for troublesome unpacking; everything is here, ready for your comfort, inviting you to rest and relax. Bright, cheery apartments, complete in their equipment with gas, electricity, hot and cold running water, refrigeration, telephones, and dozens of other surprising details—all furnished.

To go and come from Autopia there is no bothering with elevators, bell boys and hotel clerks. You do not disturb other guests and are not disturbed by them.

Autopia is operated by experienced hotel people and every effort is made to make the guest feel as if he were in his own home. Daily laundry service for your own needs and clean linens always furnished by the management upon request.

Autopia is more than a road-side stopping place. It is an innovation in tourist apartments, furnishing hotel accommodations at less than hotel rates. Families find Autopia to be exactly what they want. Autopia is located on Highway 80, at 3901 East Van Buren Street, Phoenix. Persons contemplating a stay here would do well to make reservations in advance. For further information write to

AUTOPIA
3901 East Van Buren
PHOENIX, ARIZONA

Places Near Phoenix You'll Want to See

YAQUI INDIAN VILLAGE
An Indian community teeming with life.

PHOENIX MOUNTAIN PARK
Eight miles from Phoenix—largest city park in the world.

IEROGLYPHIC CANYON
Mysterious Indian symbols engraved in the rocks.

MANY INDIAN RUINS
Fallen adobe houses hundreds of years old.

FAMOUS APACHE TRAIL
A scenic trip you can't afford to miss. Series of man-made lakes, historic cliff dwellings, and scenic grandeur.

PAPAGO-SAGUARO
Nine hundred and forty acres of unspoiled desert guarded by stately native giant cacti.

THE WILD COUNTRY
In the Bradshaw Mountains and the 'back-country' are 'thrills by the score.'

THE DUDE RANCHES
A score or more of old-time cow ranches have been converted into guest ranches.

THE ANCIENT CANALS
Present day reminders of the existence of a prehistoric civilized race.

And dozens of other interesting places which amply repay the visitor for lingering.
MOTORIST: AUTOPIA WELCOMES YOU
Don't Unpack---Just Motor In

Single Cottage
Typical Autopia Apartment

Bed Room        Dining Room        Living Room
Comfort---Restfulness---Convenience
Interior Views of an Autopia Apartment
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